How to be a
Targeting Guru
on Stack Overflow
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Stack Overflow is the world’s authority on developers.
We use our advanced targeting technology to put your
job listings in front of every developer that matches your
criteria. Targeting saves you time screening applications
to get to the best candidates for the job.

What’s different about Stack Overflow?
Compared to profile information that serves as the basis for targeting
on other platforms, behavioral data is more reliable because it’s based
on technologies developers are actually using. And we’re the only
place on Earth that can understand the behavior of millions of users—
almost all of the world’s developers—who come here to get answers to
programming questions, share knowledge, and find better jobs.
Based on the content they look at, we can infer the type of developer
they are and the technologies they know.

STEP 1

Understand the numbers in the widget
See that blue box on the right? It’s a nifty widget
that shows you the potential number of developers
to whom we can target your job. When you fill
out your targeting criteria in the form on the left,
the widget updates dynamically to estimate the
number of developers that meet some of your
targeting criteria.

With the widget, you can:
• Configure targeting so that you reach the most
number of relevant candidates for your job
• Understand the availability of different combinations
of skills, so you’ll know which combinations are
more or less common than others

Depending on how many targeting tags you select, you can see up to 3 numbers in the widget:
Total Targets = Total number of developers in or around the job location, regardless of whether they meet any of your targeting criteria
Close Matches = Developers who meet at least one of your targeting criteria (includes strong matches)
Strong Matches = Developers who meet most of your targeting criteria
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We prioritize strong matches

Wait—I only see one number?

I only see two numbers?

The big number at the top of the widget is the
number of “strong matches.”

If you have not filled out some of the
targeting fields, you might only see one big
number at the top of the widget. If this is the
case, then the “total targets” is the same as
the “strong matches,” and that means we’ll
be targeting your job listing to this total pool
of developers.

Nothing wrong with this! You might only
see “strong matches” and “total targets”
(no “close matches”) if you make only one
targeting selection in the Developer Types
field or the Technology Ecosystems field.

When we show your job listing to developers,
we prioritize strong matches—developers
who meet most of your criteria—but we don’t
exclude close matches. Devs that meet your
location criteria but none of your targeting
criteria might also be included. We do this to
give your listing ample exposure.

Note: These numbers are not impressions and
have nothing to do with impressions. They are
simply the estimated number of developers that
we know meet your targeting criteria.
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STEP 2

Configure your targeting criteria
Now that you understand what the numbers in the
widget mean, it’s time to fill out the targeting form
to get the best results for your job listing.

There are 3 easy fields to fill out:
Developer Types
Technology Ecosystems
Targeted Region
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Developer Types
• Click inside the box and you’ll see a list of
developer types you can target.
• For best results, select the primary dev type
you are hiring for. Only select two developer
types if it’s an absolute requirement for the
candidate to be good at both.
E.g. If your ideal candidate is a full stack developer
who can perform database administration, only
select both developer types if it’s an absolute
requirement. Otherwise, consider only selecting the
primary specialty (“Full Stack Web” or “Database
Administration”).

• Note that some combinations of developer
types are more common than others, and the
numbers in the widget will update dynamically
to reflect this.
• Not sure what “developer type” to select?
You can also hover your mouse over any
of the dev types to see a description.
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Technology Ecosystems
• Tech ecosystems are clusters of technologies that are closely related.
E.g. Python ecosystem includes frameworks like Django and Flask.
E.g. Cloud (back end) ecosystem implies knowledge of AWS or
Microsoft Azure or Rackspace, etc.

• Click inside the box and you’ll see a list of tech ecosystems
you can target.
• We’ve set a max limit of 3 to help you keep your targeting focused. Know
that we’ll consider any single one of your selected tech ecosystems or
combinations of them to determine the potential audience.
• If you notice a dramatic drop in the numbers in the widget at this
stage, it could be due to the fact that the developer type you selected
in the previous field generally doesn’t use the tech ecosystem(s)
you’ve selected.
E.g. You selected “Graphics Programming” in the developer types field and
selected “Oracle” in the tech ecosystems field. The developer type (graphics
programmer) generally doesn’t use Oracle.

• Not sure which tech ecosystems to select based on the technologies/tech
tags for this job? You can also hover your mouse over any of the dev types
to see a description.
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Targeted Region
The most important thing to know here is always include the region
or country in which your job is located. You’re likely to see a region
already selected in this box. Our smart default picks the region for
you based on the information in your job listing.
You should be good to go, but if you do decide to change the default,
here are some things to keep in mind:
• Always include the region or country in which the job is located.
We can’t emphasize this enough.
• Selecting worldwide is the broadest targeting. We only recommend
this if you’re open to accepting applicants from anywhere. It’s best
used if you offer visa sponsorship.
• If you offer remote work or relocation benefits (make sure these
are selected in your job listing), it’s best to broaden your location
targeting. We suggest selecting the region of your job location
(e.g. North America, Europe). You can also include other countries
or regions, but always include the region of your job location.
• If you do not offer remote work or relocation benefits, it’s best to
limit your location targeting to the country of your job. In this case,
we do not recommend selecting other countries or regions.
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STEP 3

Review your Inherited Targeting Criteria
These are details on your job listing that we use to target your job,
regardless of whether you fill out the targeting form. Even though we
do this already, we still recommend that you fill out the form to help us
better target your job.

Targeted City
This is the city in which your job is located based on information in your job
listing. Even though we’ll be targeting your job to the entire region you select
in the “targeted region” field, our targeting will be distributed with more
concentrated targeting in the city of your job.

Key Technologies
These are the tags you selected in your job listing. The difference between
key technologies and the “tech ecosystems” in the targeting form is that
ecosystems can include a number of tech tags (specific technologies).

Location Options
Depending on what you’ve indicated in your job listing, you might see
“Remote Position,” “Relocation Offered,” and/or “Visa Sponsorship” listed
here.
Note: If any of the information in the Inherited Targeting Criteria box is incorrect,
please edit your job listing to provide the correct information.
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You’ve Found Your Mark.
Now You’re Set!
Stack Overflow believes that every programmer deserves a job
they love. To help developers find better jobs, we do our best to
match your listings with the right candidates. Targeting your job
listings is crucial to success on our platform, and we want to help
you get there.
Still need help targeting your job listings? No problem!
Contact us: talent@stackoverflow.com

